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Flares Out When ArrestedStudies of budding yeast arrested in mitosis outline a set of rules for nuclear
envelope expansion during closed nuclear division.Aleksandar Vjestica1,2
and Snezhana Oliferenko1,2,*
A membrane-bound nucleus enclosing
the genome and keeping transcription
and RNA processing apart from protein
synthesis endows eukaryotes with
exquisitely sophisticated gene
regulation networks and an
unparalleled level of control over
cellular physiology. The nuclear
envelope (NE) serves as a physical
boundary of the nucleus. It is
composed of two distinct lipid bilayers
fused at the nuclear pores, which
mediate nucleocytoplasmic transport.
The outer nuclear membrane is
continuous with the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) while the inner nuclear
membrane contains a meshwork of
proteins that interact with chromatin
and contribute to NE structure and
function. Larger cells tend to have
larger nuclei [1] and the nuclear size
increases as cells grow, maintaining
a fixed ratio of nuclear to cell volume
(N/C) specific for each cell type [2,3].
Nuclei are often spherical but also
come in more complex shapes. The
nuclear geometry changes as cells
grow, divide and interact with their
environment.
The most pronounced changes
occur during mitosis when the NE
has to be restructured to form two
daughter nuclei. In the ‘open’ mitosis
widespread across higher eukaryotes,
the NE disperses altogether to be
reassembled around the segregated
daughter genomes. Curiously, manylower eukaryotes use a so-called
‘closed’ mitosis, where the mother
nucleus divides without ever
losing the nucleocytoplasmic
compartmentalization. Typically,
a spherical mother nucleus elongates
into a dumbbell shape eventually
resolving into two daughters. To enable
these transformations, cells must
expand the NE in amanner coordinated
with intranuclear mitotic spindle
elongation and chromosome
segregation. The source of membranes
for rapid NE growth, the membrane
entry point and just how the dividing
closed nuclear membrane is shaped
remain a mystery. In this issue of
Current Biology, Witkin et al. [4] report
that the NE proliferates in the budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
arrested in early mitosis, prior to
nuclear division. Interestingly, the extra
NE folds into a large nuclear extension,
a flare, adjacent to the nucleolus.
The nucleolus ‘spills’ into the flare
and the nucleus assumes a bilobed
appearance (Figure 1). When
S. cerevisiae cells are allowed to
resume spindle elongation and
chromosome segregation, the flares
are absorbed by the divided daughter
nuclei that ultimately attain spherical
shape [4]. Although describing
a peculiar phenomenon induced by
mitotic arrest, this report undoubtedly
provides insights into nuclear
expansion mechanisms during normal
cell cycle progression.
In interphase, both nuclear volume
and nuclear surface area increase ascells grow. Importantly, an increase
in the NE surface area does not
automatically lead to a nucleus of
a larger volume. When ER membrane
biosynthesis is deregulated, the extra
membranes accumulate as membrane
protrusions without substantially
affecting the N/C ratio [5–7]. The
nuclear volume increase could be
driven by the nucleocytoplasmic
transport machinery [8] coordinated
with homeostatic membrane
partitioning within the endomembrane
system. On the contrary, in closed
mitosis the nuclear volume remains
fairly constant and the surface area
has to expand rapidly to accommodate
the formation of daughter nuclei.
The source of the extra membrane
is most certainly the ER and a body
of data suggests a burst of mitotic
phospholipid biosynthesis rather than
simple redistribution of pre-existing
membrane material within the ER–NE
system.
A prime candidate for regulating
mitotic membrane production is
the lipin family protein Pah1. Cells
lacking Pah1 or its activator Nem1/
Spo7 exhibit constitutive proliferation
of the nuclear and ER membranes
in interphase. Pah1 is a lipid
phosphatase, hydrolyzing
phosphatidic acid to diacylglycerol,
a key regulatory point for balancing the
production of structural versus storage
lipids [9]. Pah1 also represses the
transcription of key phospholipid
biosynthesis genes [10,11], and thus
the lack of Pah1 triggers an increase in
the levels of structural phospholipids.
Pah1 activity is subject to
post-translational regulation — two
cyclin-dependent kinases, Cdc28/
Cdk1 and Pho85–Pho80, were shown
to phosphorylate and inactivate Pah1
[12,13]. These modifications are
reversed by the membrane-localized
Figure 1. Endomembrane dynamics during cell cycle progression in S. cerevisiae.
During interphase, nuclei remain spherical and their growth is balanced with cell growth so that a fixed ratio of nuclear to cell volume is
maintained. Upon mitotic entry, the NE expands considerably to accommodate nuclear division through a dumbbell-shaped intermediate. In
mitotically arrested cells, the nucleus does not divide and the proliferated NE forms a large flare juxtaposed to the nucleolus.
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dephosphorylates and targets Pah1
to specific sites at the ER [14,15]. Since
Cdk1 activity is highest at mitotic entry,
inactivation of Pah1 at this point could
lead to a spike in the synthesis of
structural phospholipids and thus
supply the expanding NEwith sufficient
membrane material. In line with this
model, nuclear membrane expansion
in mitotically arrested budding yeast
is prevented by overexpression of
Nem1/Spo7 [4].
A simple explanation for the NE
proliferation phenotype observed
during prolonged mitosis by Witkin
et al. [4] is that phospholipid
biosynthesis is stuck in high gear due
to high Cdk1 activity. As the authors
show, these newly synthesized
membranes are preferentially
partitioning to the NE rather than
distributing proportionally throughout
the endomembrane system [4].
Furthermore, although the
S. cerevisiae cells arrested in mitosis
continue to grow, the nuclear volume
increase does not catch up with the
membrane expansion, resulting in
formation of NE flares. Thus, it appears
that additional, mitosis-specific
mechanisms of nuclear growth control
must exist, beyond simply thestimulation of membrane production,
e.g. the mitotic restructuring of
the endomembrane system to
favor preferential growth of NE
membrane sheets. Interestingly, the
Schizosaccharomyces pombe cells
that progress through mitosis without
the mitotic spindle exhibit membrane
proliferation and ruffling, suggesting
that massive NE expansion and
remodeling is specific to mitosis
per se rather than to mitotic delay [16].
In pre-anaphase arrested budding
yeast, the expanding NE folds into
a single flare adjacent to the nucleolus,
an intranuclear body involved in
ribosome biogenesis. The rest of the
NE retains its spherical shape [4]. This
type of morphological transformation
is not something specific to mitotic
arrest — nucleolar-associated flares
have been observed in interphase
cells with upregulated phospholipid
production [6,7,17] and in G1 cells
responding to mating pheromone [18].
Direct manipulations of nucleolar size
and position suggest that the nucleolus
itself is not involved in modulating the
NE expansion [17]. Rather, the
membrane proximal to the nucleolus
is the only large NE domain that
is not associated with chromatin.
Chromosomal domains are intricatelyorganized at the NE by a host of
tethering factors and this organization
is important for many aspects of
gene expression and chromatin
structure [19]. In principle, the rapid
influx of new membranes throughout
the entire NE could possibly disrupt the
intra-nuclear spatial organization. If
that is the case, a membrane ‘sink’ free
of chromatin could act to solve such
problems. Investigations of mitotic
NE behavior in cells defective for
chromatin–NE attachment could test
this hypothesis but generating cells
where the bulk of chromatin is not
tethered to the NE would likely pose
a technical challenge [17]. An equally
pertinent question (and equally difficult
to address) is where the new
membranes are added to a normally
dividing closed nucleus. During closed
mitosis the nucleolus is the last dividing
intranuclear structure trailing behind
the segregated chromosomes
(Figure 1). Whether the membrane
influx occurs at the nuclear equator
in the vicinity of the nucleolus or the
membrane components are added
throughout the nuclear membrane
remains to be seen. In the absence
of methods for tracing the newly
synthesized phospholipids, perhaps
some answers could be provided
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three-dimensional structure of
a dividing nucleus and the ER, similar
to what was done for interphase
S. cerevisiae cells [20]. In particular,
it would be of interest to explore if
any specific architectural features
at the mitotic NE–ER interface could
serve as a specialized membrane
reservoir for the NE expansion.
At present, it would be prudent to
conclude that we know very little about
the mechanisms underlying NE
expansion during mitosis and the field
is ripe for major breakthroughs. The
flared mitotic nuclei described by
Witkin et al. [4] should prove a useful
experimental setup for dissecting the
nuclear growth pathways. While often
considered somewhat esoteric, the
closed mitosis is in fact a great system
for understanding non-scalable nuclear
membrane expansion and nuclear
shape control in all eukaryotes.References
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2012.04.043Animal Memory: Rats Can Answer
Unexpected Questions about Past
EventsA new study has found that rats are able to answer, in a hippocampus-
dependent manner, unexpected questions about whether they recently ate
food or not. The results highlight potential shared mechanisms for
remembering personal events in rats and humans, and offer new insights
into the nature of animal memory.Michael J. Beran
‘‘And where were you last night?’’
No matter who asks you this
question — the inquisitive neighbor,
the jealous lover, or the detective
interviewing you in the police
station — the experience is likely to be
similar. You will mentally ‘travel
through time’ to the previous evening,
remembering the critical ‘who, what,when, and where’ information relevant
to the question being asked. You may
even, in some cases, feel as if you were
re-living the evening in question.
These experiences are routine for
humans, and highlight the personal and
specific aspects of our memory for
events. An important question is
whether these experiences are
uniquely human, or whether other
animals have access to the same kindsof memories for specific events and
episodes in their own past. This form of
memory, called episodic memory, and
the question of whether other species
experience mental time travel into the
future and into the past, as when
humans recall personal episodes, is
heavily debated in the comparative
cognition literature [1,2]. A study
reported in this issue ofCurrent Biology
[3] will certainly add to the debate
about episodic memory in animals:
Zhou et al. [3] report that rats have
and use episodic memories that allow
them to answer unanticipated
questions about their own personal
past. These new data are exciting,
and will inspire new discussions
about the nature of animal memory,
and specifically the existence of
episodic memory in nonhuman
animals.
There have been a number of
studies with nonhuman animals that
